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1. INTRODUCTION 
An algebra endomorphism R satisfying the identity 
Rx2 = (Rx)~ + R((I - R) x)~ 
is called a Reynolds operator, after Osborne Reynolds [12], who first used the 
identity in a paper on turbulence theory. In recent years Reynolds opera- 
tors have received considerable attention. In particular, their relationship with 
the more familiar averaging operators has been investigated. The structure 
of Reynolds operators on general Banach algebras has been studied by 
J. B. Miller, and others [3, 71. Much of the interest in the subject, however, 
stems from the paper [15] by G.-C. Rota, in which the structure of Reynolds 
operators on Lm was investigated. As Rota pointed out, Reynolds operators 
may be used to unify the ergodic and martingale convergence theories, and 
the structure theory is essential for this purpose. His results were extended by 
Rao [IO, 111 to Banach function spaces, but only at the cost of introducing 
additional restrictions on the operators. 
In this paper a positive Reynolds operator R on the Banach space 
Ll 5 Ll(Q, 37, p) is studied, where (52, a, I(L) is a u-finite measure space. R is 
assumed to satisfy the above identity on L’(9) nL”(9). It can then be 
extended to all of L2(&?), and in this context the closures of the ranges of R 
and R* are identified as La-spaces relative to u-algebras of sets contained in SY. 
R is shown to be a projection iff its range is closed in L2. Two operators 
closely related to R are introduced, and an integral representation is obtained 
for one of them. Finally, the above results are used to deduce a strong 
convergence theorem for generalized martingales. 
The basis of these results is the fact that a closed subalgebra of L”, 
1 < p < co, has the form Lp( IV, #, CL) for some W ~a and a a-subalgebra 
@ ofB. This result is similar to those obtained in [l, 2,4, 5, 11, 14, 161, but 
since none of the previous results is in a form convenient for our purposes, 
we include a proof. 
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We also consider various examples of Reynolds operators on Iw, one of 
which shows that the estimate obtained in the representation theorem 
(Theorem 7) is the best possible. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
(Q,B, cl) will denote a u-finite measure space and U’(g) = Lp(Q, 9Y, p), 
p 3 1 will denote the real Lebesgue spaces. For p-measurable functions h 
we denote sets of the type {w: h(w) > u} by {h > a}, etc. where u E R. The 
support of h is defined as {h $I 0}, and is denoted by supp(h). 
R denotes a positive linear operator from L’(g) to itself which satisfies the 
Reynolds identity: 
R(fg) = V?f> (49 + WI - R) f) ((I- 4 g))t (1) 
where f, g E Ll(g) n L”(B). W e call an operator satisfying (1) a Reynolds 
operator. 
Consider the following restriction of R: 
Define F = R*(l) (where 1 denotes the constant function l(x) = 1 in 
La), and let V = supp(‘p). W e regard the space L1( V, V n 9, p)-where 
I/ n B = (V n B; B E B}-as being embedded in I?(@, by identifying it 
with the subspace of L’(.@) consisting of the functions which vanish on S\ V. 
When no confusion is possible we writelr( V n B) for Ll( V, V n @, (u). Then 
Sf = xyRf defines a Reynolds operator S on L1( V n B). 
A can be extended by continuity to all of Lz(g), since for any 
f El?(S?) n L2(B) we have Rf E L2(GJ) and 11 Rf l/s < // R @2 11 f \I2 . We denote 
the extension again by R. Similarly, we extend S to L2( V n B). 
Remark. S determines R in the following sense: 
Clearly Rf = R(xV f) for all f e L1(9). 
Furthermore, if f EL2(91), Sf = 0 ’ rm res Rf = 0; for, if xvRf = 0, the pl’ 
Reynolds identity implies that 
jQ V?f >" 4 f 2 jD R(fRf) dcL = 2 s, vfRf dp = 2 j xvdRf & = 0. 
Note that when y = 1, R and S coincide. This is true, for instance, when 
R preserves a weak unit of Ll(B). So, for positive operators, our results 
generalize those of [ 10, 151. 
We shall need to consider functions of maximal support in the range of R. 
Let h be a positive function of full support in Ll(B), (i.e., p(Q\supp(h)) = 0), 
and define U = supp(Rh). Then we have the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 1. V/c U. 
Proof. Let f EU(@ 17 L2(9?) h ave support disjoint from U and satisfy 
f 3 0. (Two sets in a will be called disjoint if their intersection has measure 
zero.) If g ELM and h ELM we have f * g . Rh = 0, so R*(fg) = 0. Now 
and 
2 s, R(fW 4 = 2 j- (R*(fq)) f dp = 0 Q 
2 s, R(fRf) dcL 3 s, (Rf )” dp. 
Hence, Rf = 0. This means that Jo vf dp = 0 and, hence, that supp(f) and 
V are disjoint. Q.E.D. 
In general V # U, as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let D = {a, b), @ = (52), ~({a}) = ,u({S}) = 1. Define 
(Rf) (u) = f (a) = (Rf) (6). It may be verified that R is a Reynolds operator 
and that V = (a}, U = s2. 
Finally, the following will prove useful in the sequel. 
LEMMA 2. R reduces the Lm-norm. 
Proof. Suppose 0 <f < 1. Then Rf 3 R( f “) > (Rf)2, so 0 < Rf < 1. 
Hence, (( Rf (joo < ((f jlrn for f EU(S?) n La(a), f > 0. In the general case 
II Rf Ilm < II R(lf Mm < II If I IL = Ilf IL . Q.E.D. 
3. AN EXTENSION OF S 
We define a measure Y on V n 3? by dvldp = p. We denote L2( V, V n B’, v) 
by Lw2 and regard L2( V, V n @, p) as contained (as a set) in Lq2. 
Now R( f2) 3 R((I - R) f)” for any f EL2(V n g), so that 
where 11 f I& denotes the norm off in Lw2 . Hence, S can be extended to Le2 
from the dense subspace L2( V n @). We denote the extension by S, . Clearly, 
III-- &II < 1. 
LEMMA 3. ker S, = ker SW*. 
Proof. (I - S,) is a contraction in Hilbert space, so a theorem of Nagy 
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[13] shows that the fixed points of (I - S,) and its adjoint coincide. Hence, 
f~ ker S, iffff = (I - S,*)fifff = (I - S,*)fifffE ker A’,*. Q.E.D. 
We introduce the following notation: M, M*, K and K, denote the closures 
of the ranges of the L2-operators R, R*, S and S, , respectively; the corre- 
sponding orthogonal projections are denoted as follows: Q: L”(B) -+ M, 
P:L2(VnB)+K, and Pm:L,2-+K,. 
LEMMA 4. S, is injective on K, and S is injective on K. 
Proof. Let f E K, n ker S,, then f E ker SW*, by Lemma 3, so that 
f E &,I, i.e., f = 0. Hence, S, is injective on K, . But if we regard K as a 
subset of K, , S and S, coincide on K; hence, S is injective on K. Q.E.D. 
4. REPRESENTATION OF M AND M* 
Several authors [l, 2, 5, 11, 141 have discussed conditions under which 
closed subspaces of L*(B) are themselves of the form L*(g), where B’ is a 
a-subalgebra of B. The following two theorems give a new variant of results 
obtained in the above papers. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be an algebra of bounded functions contained in LP(@, 
where 1 < p < CO. If a denotes the closure of A in L*(a), then 2 is a lattice. 
Proof. First, note that 2 contains a positive bounded function of maxi- 
mum support. This was proved in [l, Lemma 31. (See also [16, Lemma 21.) 
We now show that f G 2 implies 1 f 1 E A: Given E > 0 and f E A satisfying 
If] < 1, we have 
where 
(f” + .y = f C,(f2 - I)“, 
?I=0 
c, zzz (-l)-+l * ( 1.3.5 . . . (2n - 3) . 2” *n! 1 (1 + ,:,2n-l,,2 - 
Thus, for any g E M, 
(f” +.y *g = f c,(f” - 1)” ‘g. 
n=O 
The series on the right converges in Lp(&Q, since 
409/44/2-6 
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Since cn(f2 - 1)” . g belongs to the algebra A, it follows that 
( fz + c2)rj2 .g E A. Hence, letting E -j 0, we find ) f ] . g E 2. So for any 
f, g E A we have proved that (11 f I/.&r . 1 f 1 . g E 2, hence, also that 1 f 1 *g E 2. 
Thus, iffi , fi , g E A, we also have (fi A f2) . g E & since 
fi Af2 = B (fi +f2 - Ifi -f2 I>* 
Now let h E B be a positive function with maximum support satisfying 
h < 1. Given 0 < 6 < v we shall show that there exists a function g E 2 
with supp(g) = (h > S} and such that 6 <g < r] on {h > S}: 
ForanyX_CDandf:L? -+ R we denote by f /r the restriction off to X. 
Now note that for each 7t the function h, = ((h/S)” A h). h is in x, and the 
sequence {A,} converges in LW,3Y) to h2 Jfh26) . Define a sequence of sets 
co 2 c, 2 ... 3 C, 2 -.. as follows: 
co = @ 3 61, G+1 =(h > (611/l - kS(7j - S))l12) for K = 0, 1,2 ,.... 
Consider the following sequence of functions {fn}+, associated with the 
lC?J: 
fn = (17 - 4 h2 lc, (n = 1, 2,...). 
We have shown above that f. E A and that f. > 7 iff h > (ST)~/~ > 8. 
Similarly, we have fn E 2 and 
n-1 
f. - iz fi 3 rl ifi h 3 (W - +I - W2. 
Defining 
Do = {fo b ~1, &= fo-if&v 
1 S=l I 
for K = 1, 2,... 
we have for each n 3 1: 
n-1 
fo - *&fi on Q\Q+I 
G (1 - n8(~ - 6)) on D,-, 
Now, 
fo - f fi 2 0 
i=l 
for all n, 
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since f,, < (7 - S), and so 
fo - 2 fi >, 7 - (7 - 6) = 6 
61 




ThengEA,supp(g) = C,andS <g<qonC,. 
Choose 7) arbitrarily close to 8. Then we have xc, E 2 since g/q tends to 
xc, in L”(B). Hence, 1 f ( * xc, E 2 for any f E A. As 6 --+ 0 this gives 1 f j E B. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. Every closed sublattice H of Lp(@) has the form Lo( W, W’, p) 
for some WE W and a a-algebra a’ of subsets of W. 
Proof. Let h be as in the proof of Theorem 1, and put W = supp(h). 
Define 3’ by: X E 9Y iff X = (f > O> for some f E H. Then 99’ is a u-algebra: 
Write X, =(fn >0} for fPIEH, n 3 1. Let 
Then g, -+ g monotonically as n -+ co, and g E H. So 
(J x,=(g>O}E@. 
W 
Also, if f E H, let X = {f > 0). W e may assume f 3 0, as we may replace it 
by f + otherwise. Now hlx = V,, (nf A h) E H, so W\X = {h - hi, > 0} is 
also in 8’, and thus 8’ is a u-algebra. 
Let f E H, f > 0, and define X = {f > S> for a given 6 > 0. Since 
Vn ((f/W A 4 = hlx P we obtain hl, E H and X = {hi, > 0} E 9!‘, so that f is 
a’-measurable. Hence, H C Lp(W, 9, CL). Let E ~93’ have finite measure; 
3f E Hf s.t. E = {f > O}. For each E > 0 and each n = 0, 1,2 ,..., put 





f!“’ = f/F?’ and g, =c (n : 1) cf?) * 
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Then g, E H. Now let E tend to zero through a sequence of values. Consider 
any x E W for which f(x) > 0. We have KZ(E, x)/(n(~, X) + 1) < gE(X) < 1, 
where n(~, X) + 1 > f(x)/<. Since n(~, x) -+ CO as E ---f 0, gE(X) + 1. Hence, 
g, --f xE a.e. This implies, by dominated convergence, that g, --f xc in LP, for 
1 xE - g, 1~ < xE for every E > 0. We conclude that xE E H and, hence, that 
LP( w, SF, CL) _c H. 
COROLLARY 1. M = L2( U, 911 , p) where d, is a o-algebra of sets con- 
tained in 9. 
Proof. M is the closure in L2 of the algebra R(L2 n La). 
Remark. The above result may be applied equally well to operators 
satisfying a more general identity considered in [9]: 
This “generalized Reynolds equation” is given by 
R(& + gRf) = RfRg + cR(RfRg), 
where c is a constant and f, g E Ll(A?) n L2(a). If c > 0, we may extend R 
to all of L”(g), for the inequality R( f “) > (Rf)” is still valid for 
f E Ll(B) n L2(@. Note also that Lemma 2 is still valid. 
Theorems I and 2 may also be applied to give a representation of M*. 
First we present two lemmas. 
LEMMA 5. If f E Range(R), then vf E Range(R*), and, hence, f E M implies 
yf E M*. 
Proof. Suppose g, h E L2(SY). The equation 
yields 
R(hRg) = RgRh + R(RgRh) - R(gRh) 
s, +Rg dp = s, R*& + vRg - vi!) h dp, 
so that FRg = R*(Rg + TRg - vg). So f E Range(R) implies yf E Range(R*). 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6. If f cL2(9?) has support contained in V, then 
vk”( f) = R”(9f )* 
Proof. If g eL2(a) also has support contained in V, then 
s, e% *(f) dp = s, g&n *( f ) dv = s, (x vRg) f dv = s, (xv&9 qf dcL 
= s, W qf dcL = jgR*(Ff) dcL. Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 3. M* = L2( V, V n .Bl , p), where g1 is the u-algebra dejined 
in Corollary 1. 
Proof. First note that R*(xV . L2(@) is dense in M*; for if f~ M* is 
orthogonal to this subspace, then xVRf = 0, and, hence, by the remark 
preceding Lemma 1, Rf = 0, so that f 1 M*, and, hence, f = 0. 
Now we show that M* is a lattice: Let f E M*. By the above remark 
there is a sequence (fn> in xv * L2(g) with R*fn ---f f in L2(Bj. So we may 
assume that for each n, we can find 6, > 0 such that supp(f,) c (93 > a,,}. 
Hence, fn = egg for some g sL2(2Q. By Lemma 6, 
R*(fn) = R*(vgvJ = G,*(gJ. 
On the other hand, Lemma 3 implies that K, = Range(S,*), and so S,*(g,) 
belongs to the closure, in La2, of Range(S). Hence, there exists a sequence 
hn,nhn>l in L”(g) for which Sh,,, ---f S,*(g,) a.e. (p) as m --) co. Now let 
k, = lim SUP+,~ Rh,#, . Then k, is 9?‘,-measurable by Corollary 1, and 
S,*(g,) = xvkn . Let k = lim supnem k, . k is a8,-measurable and f = vk. 
The function k+ is 9?‘,-measurable and is the pointwise limit of a monotone 
increasing sequence of functions { 1,) in L2( U, .!%j , p) = M. Hence, f + is 
the pointwise limit of (yin} and, hence, is its L2(@-limit. By Lemma 5, 
v I, E M* for each n, and so f + E M*. 
Since M* is a lattice, and V is the maximum support of a function in M*, 
Theorem 2 shows that M* = L2(V, g2 , p) for some a-algebra 9Y2 of 
98,-measurable subsets of V. 
Finally we show that g2 = V n gr . We have seen that each g2-measur- 
able function can be written as f = vg, where g is 9&-measurable. Since 9 is 
9’,-measurable, so is cpf. Thus, yf = qh for a 9#‘,-measurable h, and so 
f = x& 
Conversely, any 9YI-measurable function h E L2( U, GYl , p) is an a.e. (CL) 
limit of a sequence (Rh,}, where h, ELM. So x,h is an a.e. (p) limit of 
W4 C K , which means that each Sh, belongs to the L+closure of 
Range(S,*). By Lemma 6, S,*(f) is 9”,-measurable for each f 6 L2(98). 
Hence, Sh, is also ga-measurable for each 71, and so, finally x,h is 98”,-measur- 
able. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (i) The orthogonal projections Q, P, and P, can now be 
characterized as follows: For any f f Ll(.C#) n L2(@), Qf is the conditional 
expectation of xuf relative to .9YI and ~1. This is seen by writing f = g + h, 
where g = Qf E M, h E Ml. 
If E E gI , p(E) < 00, then Jo xEh dp is defined; since xE E M, 
s xEh dp = 0. sa 
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Hence, 
Similarly, for f E L,l n L q2, P,f is conditional expectation off relative to 
B2 and v, and for any f E xv. (Li(@) n L2(B’)), Pf is conditional expectation 
relative to B2 and TV. 
(ii) Moreover, if f E xv . (P(a) n L2(@), then P,f = Pf : If 
g EJWV, a2 , CL), then 
Jl,gPpf dv = s,gf dv = s,vgf dp 
= 
s 
sa TgPf dp (since vg is &measurable) = 1 gPf dv. 
R 
Together with Lemma 3, this implies that ker S = ker S*. 
(iii) The fixed points of R can also be characterized by the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 4. The Jixed points of R form a lattice and, thus, may be 
represented as a space of the form 
Law, 4 , P), 
where A%$ is a o-algebra of subsets of W. 
Proof. If f EL2(93) satisfies Rf = f, then R(j f I) > / Rf / = 1 f 1 . On the 
other hand, 
R(lf I”) = R(f2) = (Rf)2 + R(f - Rf)? =f2 
so If I2 = R(I f I”) 2 (R(I f l))2, and, hence, 1 f ) > R(l f I). Therefore, 1 f / 
is a fixed point of R. Q.E.D. 
(iv) K can also be represented as L2(V, a’, p) for some u-algebra of 
subsets of a’, as Theorems 1 and 2 show. We show that 9’ = V n ~3~ . 
First, xvM _C K so that &7’ > V,./& . On the other hand, if f is g-measur- 
able, there is a sequence of functions Sfn = xvRfn converging to f a.e. (CL); 
but xvRfn is (V A B&measurable, and hence so is f. 
The above representation theorems yield the expected decomposition of 
L2(@. 
THEOREM 5. L2(2Y) can be decomposed into the direct sum of K and ker(R). 
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Proof. If f ELa(g) and supp( f) C V, then f = fi + fi , where 
fi=P,f=PfsK and S,“fi = 0. 
Hence, S,fi = S’. = 0, by Lemma 3, i.e., fa E ker(S). By the remark 
preceding Lemma 1, fi E ker(R). If f EL2(@ has support disjoint from V, 
then Rf = 0. 
COROLLARY 2. Let K’ denote the closure in L’(B) of Range(S). Then K’ 
has the form L1( V, V,93, , CL). If P is th e conditional expectation operator from 
xv 1 L1(@ onto K’, then L’(9) decomposes into the direct sum of Range(P) and 
ker(R). 
Proof. The first statement follows from Theorems 1 and 2. P coincides 
with the orthogonal projection onto K (also denoted by P) on the dense 
subspace xv . (L’(B) n L2(@). Hence, if f~ L1(B) has supp( f) C V, and if 
En = (1 f I < 4, fit = f * xE, , we have fn E L2(9?) and fn = Pf,, + g, , with 
Pgn = 0 for each n. As P is a bounded operator on U(B), Pfn + Pf in L1(3Y)- 
norm, so that there exists g E Ll(B) such that g, + g in L’(g)-norm. Hence, 
f = Pf + g and Pg = 0, as P2 = P. Q.E.D. 
Finally, we characterize Reynolds projections on L2(GY): 
THEOREM 6. R is a projection $7 Range(R) is closed in L2(%?). 
Proof. If R has closed range, then M = Range(R) = L2( U, 9Y1 , CL). If f 
is a characteristic function in M, then f = Rg for some g E K, by Theorem 5, 
and f 2 = f. Hence, Rg = (Rg)2 = 2R(gRg) - R(Rg)2. But R is injective on 
Range(S), by Lemma 4, so that g = 2x,gRg - x~(R~)~ = 2gf - xvf. 
Hence g = xyf and f = Rg = R(xv f) = Rf. So R preserves all f E 1M; 
hence, it is a projection. The converse is obvious. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3. If Range(R) is closed in L2(9) and f = xvg for some 
g E Ll(B) n L2(@, then Sf is the conditional expectation off relative to 33 
and II. 
5. AN INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION OF S, 
The first representation theorem for Reynolds operators is due to Rota 
[15], who dealt with operators which reduce the L2-norm, and have 1 as 
a fixed point. The following representation of S, is based on Rota’s 
techniques, but no assumption on I] S, jl is needed. 
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THEOREM 7. If R is a positive Reynolds operator on Ll(.?Q, and S, , P, , 
and K, are defined as above, then there exists a strongly continuous semigroup 
(T,}, of bounded operators acting on the Hilbert space K, such that 
SQJ =jm e-tT,P, jdt 
0 
for each BELIE. Furthermore, j] T, ]] < ewt, where w = $ (1 - (l//I R Ill)), and 
11 R /I1 denotes the norm of R as an Lx-operator. 
Proof. By Lemma 4, S, is injective on K, . Furthermore, S,(K,) is also 
dense in K, , since if jg K, and S, j J- K, , then S,*j = S, j = 0, so j = 0. 
Hence, we can define a closed linear operator A on S,(K,) by A = I - Sk’. 
Since 2( j, S, j), 3 (1 + (l//i R )]r)) 11 S, j/j: (where (., *)m denotes the inner 
product in Lq2) for jgLQ2, we have 
2 
” “” ’ 1 + (l/11 R II,) 
and 
We now show that for any real number h > w the operator Al - A is 
injective on S,(K,), and has a range dense in K, . Suppose that j = S,g, 
where g E K, , and that 
@I-A)j=((h- l)I-S;l)j=O. 
Then g = (1 - A) S,g. But 
zkP%g) = (1 - 4 s&%g)2) 3 0, 
so 1 - h > 0. Thus, 
Since h > w > 1 - (l/l/ S, II), (1 - A) // S, )I < 1. Hence, g = 0 and j = 0. 
So (XI - A) is injective. 
Now suppose j E K, , f # 0 and f 1 (AZ - A) g for everyg E S,(K,). Then 
and so 
fL((h- l>I+s,-l)s,f =(A- l)S,f +“L 
However, 
(f,f 1, = (1 - 4 (%f,f )m *
(S,h, h), = 1 R*(l) hRh dp = J R(hRh) dp > 0 for each A E xv +Lz(~). 
n sa 
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Since xv .,52(g) is dense in LW2, we have (SJ, f), > 0. Hence, (1 - h) >, 0. 
Now 
iifllf = (1 - A) (%f,f), G (1 - A) !! S, II llfil,” , 
which contradictsf # 0, since (1 - h) (1 S, 11 < 1. Thus, (hl - A) has range 
dense in K, . 
Hence, for each X > w we may define a linear operator R, = (XI - A)-l 
on the dense subspace (XT - A) (S,(K,)) of K, . 
In order to prove the theorem by invoking the Hille-Yosida theorem 
[6; Chapter VIII], we now need only prove that Ij R, Jj < l/(h - w). 
To do this, IetfE (hl - A) (SJK,)). Thenf = (h - 1) S,g + g for some 
gEKm> and Rnf = S,g. Now 
(g, &A, 2 % (1 + V/Ii R II,)> II Kg Urn; 
hence, 
Thus, 
Ilf Ilm II S,g llm > ((A - 1) S,g + g> S,g), 
3 ((A - 1) + 40 t Uiil R 11~))) /I S,g !I: 
= (A - w) II kg !I? .
llf llw > 0 - w> II %g l/m = (A - ~1 II WI, 3 
and so 11 R, jj < l/(X - w). Theorem 6 now follows. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (i) As in th e rs part of the proof, we can show that S(K) fi t 
is dense in K, and hence that R(M) is dense in M. Together with Corollary 1 
this fact implies that Range(S2) is dense in K and that Range(R2) is dense 
in M. 
(ii) Since S, is a Reynolds operator, Tt is multiplicative for each 
t > 0. Hence, Tt can be extended from&r n Lw2 to L,l, and // Tt /II < e2wt. 
(iii) If f E xv . L2(9), we have S,f = Sf and P,f = Pf. Hence, 
Sf =jm ectTtPf dt 
0 
for such f. 
Furthermore, T, maps Range(S) to xv . L2(39). To see this, let f E xv .Lz(B). 
Then 
jQ (TtSf )” dp = j., Tt(Sf )” dcL G JD TtS(f “) dcL = j” S,Tt(f “) dcL 




R(f “) dp < co. 
R 
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EXAMPLES. If {T,} is a semigroup of multiplicative operators on L*(g), 
then the operator R defined by Rf = g e-tTtf dt is a Reynolds operator. 
We exhibit four examples of such semigroups. In all cases (Sz, 9, CL) is [w 
with Lebesgue measure: 
(9 (Ttf) (4 = f (x - t), 
(ii) (Ttf) (4 = xrtA4f (x - 4, 
(iii) (T,f) (x) = f(eAtx), where h > 1, 
(iv) (Ttf) (4 = X[&,,[ (x)f(eAtx), where h > - 1. 
Note that in each case U = V, and that in Example (iii) we have 
II Tt IL = ezwt, where w = H1 - (l/II R Ill)), as in Theorem 7. Hence, the 
estimate obtained in Theorem 7 is the best possible in this case. 
6. APPLICATIONS TO GENERALIZED MARTINGALES 
DEFINITION. A generalized martingale on L1(9) is a family (R,},,, of 
pairwise commuting positive Reynolds operators on 0(a) satisfying the 
identity 
(sRt - tRJ RSf = (s - t) RtR:f, (2) 
whenever 0 < t < s and f ill. 
We discuss the norm convergence of the functions (R, f}tx as t 4 0. The 
analysis of Section 4 can be applied to each R, . Define M, = Range(Rt); 
then Mt = L1(Ut , at, p), where U, is the maximum support of a function 
in M, , and 9Yt is a u-algebra of subsets of Ut . Note that MS 2 Mt when 
0 < t < s. By Remark (i) following Theorem 7, Range(Rz) = M, , and by 
(2), Range(R:) C Range(R,), so that M, 3 M, . 
Hence, the (at} form an increasing family of u-algebras as t 4 0, and con- 
sequently if 8, is the u-algebra generated by the union of the at for all 
t > 0, and Us = lJt>,, Ut,thenU,E~andL1(U,,~‘,,~)=U,,,L1(Ut,~’,) 
(the closure is taken in Ll(g). Since US C U, for 0 < t < s, U,, is 9Y0-measur- 
able. Let t, + 0; then U,, = Uzzl Utn). 
LEMMA 7. If R is a positive Reynolds operator then 
sup~(R*~(l)) = supp(R*(l)). 
Proof. If 0 <f< 1, f ELl@), and f has support disjoint from 
sup~(R*~(l)), then R2(f) = 0 a.e. (CL). Thus, 
0 < (Rf )” < 2R(fRf) < 2Wf) = 0, 
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so that Rf = 0 a.e. (p). Hence f has support disjoint from supp(R*(l)). The 
opposite inclusion is trivial. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4. If {R,) is ageneralized martingale and V, = supp(R,*(l)) 
for all t > 0, then 0 < t < S implies V, Z Vt . 
Proof. Taking adjoints in (2) yields Range(Rr2) C Range(R) whenever 
0 < t < S. By Lemma 7, therefore, V, C V, . Q.E.D. 
Define V,, = (Jt>,, V, . Then V,, ~a, since the (Vt} increase as t LO. 
For each t > 0 let S, = xvtRt. Let K,, be theLr(SJ)-closure of (Jt>,, Range(S,). 
By Theorems 1 and 2, K, = L1( V, , .98”, p), for some g-algebra 93’ of subsets 
of V, . It is straightforward to show that .%?I = V,, n go . 
Let P,: L1( V, f3 Z3) -+ K0 be the conditional expectation operator relative 
to V, n SYO , and define a projection Qs: U(g) -~l(@&) by letting Q,,(f) be 
the conditional expectation off relative to 93,, if supp( f) C U, , and QO( f) = 0 
if supp( f) is disjoint from U, . 
THEOREM 8. Let (R,} be a generalized martingale on Ll(.@) such that 
// R, /) , < M < 00 for all t > 0, and such that, for each f E Ll(B), there exists a 
sequence (t,J converging to 0 for which {R,,f} is conditionally weakly compact. 
Then (R, f} converges strongly as t JO for all f E L’(B). 
Proof. If f E L’(B’,) for some s > 0, Eq. (2) becomes 
(sR,-tR,)f=(s-t)R,Rf (O<t<s), 
which is equivalent to the resolvent equation, and the convergence assertion 
follows from [17, Theorem 2, p. 2171. If f ELl(a,,), there is a sequence of 
functions fn -+ f and a sequence of positive real numbers t, JO such that 
fn eL1(Bt ) for each n. Rtfn converges as t J. 0, for each rr. The Rt are 
uniformly”bounded, so R,f converges. 
Now let f ELI(~). By Corollary 2 we have the decomposition 
f =fln\v, + P&J +g, 
where POg = 0. This implies that 
P&l VJ = 0 for all t > 0, 
where P, is the projection onto L1( V, , V, n 8, , p). So 
St(gl Y,) = StPt(gl VJ = 0. 
But R, and S, have the same kernel, so R,(gl.t) = 0. Furthermore, 
Rt(fla\V,) = 0 = R,(gln\V,) 
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as R, annihilates all functions with support disjoint from V, . Hence, 
R,f = R,Po(f,vo). Let P,,(flvo) = h; then Iz = xYpk for some 2#,,-measurable 
function k. So there is an increasing sequence {k,) m Range(Q,) = L1(.29,,) con- 
verging a.e. (EL) to k. This means that xv,k, t h a.e. (CL). But R,(xv,k,) = R,(k,) 
for all t > 0, 71 3 1, so R,(k,) t R,h, a.e. (CL). Now k, EL’(~?J, so for each 
n 2 1 there exists Z, ELI(~) such that R,(k,) * Z, strongly as t 1 0. The 
(13 form a Cauchy sequence, for 
so that there is an Z ill such that Z, -+ Z strongly as n ---f co. 
Given E > 0, choose 12 so large that 
II L - Zlll < e/3 and II kn - h IL < 6/3M. 
Then choose 6 > 0, depending on n, such that 0 < t < 6 implies 
II Wn) - 4a //I < r/3. 
Thus, 
II Rth - Ill, < II &h - &ha 111 + II &ha - L /II + II L - ill, 
Hence, R,h converges to Z as t JO. But R,h = R,f for all t > 0, so that 
R,f + Z as t JO. Q.E.D. 
Remark. 1. Theorem 8 is a common generalization of Hille’s strong 
ergodic theorem for Abel means and the strong convergence theorem for 
martingales. It implies the strong convergence of the decreasing sequences of 
projections considered in [8]. In the context of the Lebesgue spaces it also 
generalizes the convergence theorem in [lo]. 
Remark 2. The corresponding convergence theorem for generalized 
martingale in L2(9#) has a much simpler proof, which is implied in the above 
techniques. The compactness condition is redundant in this case. 
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